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In 1853 the Brown Company was a small water-powered sawmill in Berlin, 
New Hampshire, but by the turn of the century it had become a highly suc-
cessful lumber and paper-processing company which made some of the largest 
timber cuts in the Northeast US.1 Its success depended largely on the French 
Canadian immigrant labourers employed to cut and drive logs. The company 
found that these workers could be hired cheaply, worked long hours, and, 
perhaps most importantly, it regarded them as innately suited for logging 
work. According to company officials, French Canadians were of a “hardy type, 
accustomed to the work in the bush, such as portaging, running rapids, etc., 
… [and were] as a rule, pretty high-grade men.” The French Canadian affinity 
for logging work was recognized all over North America. Adirondack scholar 
Alfred Donaldson wrote in the 1920s that these people “seemed naturally 
endowed with the agility, recklessness, and immunity to exposure that must 
combine to make them expert. They have always predominated as a race in 
the lumbering operations.” The French from “the settlements,” one Canadian 
sociologist wrote, “[have] the lure … of the woods tingling in their blood down 
through the generations.”2
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From 1850 to 1930 one million Québécois migrated to the US, pushed 
by rapid population growth, a shortage of good agricultural land, and slow 
industrial development in their home country. By the 1870s, new rail lines, 
specifically the Grand Trunk, Québec Central, and the Canadian Pacific 
accelerated their immigration. By 1901 almost one quarter of the entire 
population of Québec moved to New England. Ninety-two per cent of these 
immigrants settled in urban areas in the “border states or in states immedi-
ately south of them.”3 Even though most settled in urban areas, in the forests 
along the border and in inland lumber regions of New England and New York 
there were logging camps composed entirely of French Canadian workers.4 
By 1890, a congressional report found that “American farmers’ sons no longer 
follow wood chopping for a business, and their places have been filled by the 
French Canadians.”5 In 1900, 33.6 per cent of New England “woodchoppers, 
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lumbermen [or] raftsmen” were French Canadian immigrants and the per-
centage was much higher in the northern portion of the region. Their affinity 
for the woods made them useful for specific tasks in other rural industries as 
well. On railroad grades, one sociologist found, the French “prefers to be in the 
vanguard. The space and freedom of the trail and water routes appeal to him … 
assisting with ready axe to erect the big log company camps.” When it came to 
technical work, however, the experts claimed they were useless. 6 These com-
ments on French Canadian loggers are evidence of how the perceived racial 
hierarchies that were constructed in the US by academics, government, and 
business officials pushed immigrant workers into specific industries based on 
their perceived racial characteristics.

These rural immigrant workers were especially vulnerable to exploita-
tion. They were isolated on wilderness tracts, separated from urban French 
Canadian communities and Church support. They were also unfamiliar with 
the English language and American labour laws. In northern New York, the 
Emporium, Santa Clara, and A. Sherman lumber companies conspired to set 
wages lower for immigrant workers than native “white” workers. Referring to 
immigrant logging labour, one 1911 government report found that “there has 
probably existed in Maine the most complete system of peonage in the entire 
country.” The preference for French Canadian loggers in American camps 
evolved from an informal and exploitative cross-border contracting system 
in the 19th century into a federal government sponsored contract labour 
program in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. During the labour shortages of World 
War II, the Canadian and American governments allied to create a system 
which “bonded a specific number of Canadian woodsmen to their American 
employers for fixed terms.”7 Large paper and lumber companies utilized a 
mode of production known as “shacking,” in which entire “bonded” Canadian 
families were hired to go into an isolated forested area and produce logs on 
a piece rate in rough, dangerous conditions. A violation of child labour laws, 
shacking also often led to debt peonage.8 
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Italian immigrant workers were employed in the Canadian and American 
wilderness as well, but they rarely worked in logging camps. Logger Arnold 
Hall said that he only ever saw “one or … two Italians in the woods in my 
life. They don’t work in the woods much. Pick and shovels all right, but they 
don’t seem to go for the woods.” The Maine Department of Labor found that 
“Italians who work on our dams, railroads, and other construction opera-
tions in the summer are not to be found in [logging] camps. It is too cold for 
them.” An Adirondack area newspaper from 1883 reported that “excepting the 
French-Canadians the Latins have an insurmountable aversion to the ax.”9

The supposed French Canadian affinity for logging work and odd exclusion 
of Italians exemplifies how North Americans in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries connected their ideals about race with the realities of industrial 
work. By the early 20th century, eugenic and racial thinking had become “so 
pervasive … that it attained the state of common sense,” and experts asserted 
that even “economic virtues … [were] a function of race.”10 As “white” Northern 
Europeans pushed west to civilize supposedly free, wild land, industries in 
the East were “directed to attracting to their workshops people representing 
almost static civilization.”11 These immigrants from the “static civilizations” of 
Eastern and Southern Europe were considered a “mobile army of cheap labor,” 
and – in order to maximize industrial production – progressive thinkers con-
structed racial taxonomies that dictated which races best fit different types of 
production.12 This extended beyond logging work. The American government 
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would do different types of labour. There were particularly large racial divisions in skilled vs. 
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found regular patterns in the type of work that different immigrant groups 
engaged in:
The Austrians have gone principally into construction work and to the iron ore fields. The 
Finns have been furnished with about the same class of labor. The Greeks and Italians 
almost without exception have gone into section work for some railroad system. The 
Scandinavians and Americans have gone into almost every kind of work, but the largest 
percentage of them have gone into the logging camps.… The Poles and Bulgarians, almost 
without exception, have gone into construction work.… The Cuban and Spanish races are 
employed exclusively in the manufacture of cigars and tobacco … North and South Italians 
are most extensively employed in silk dyeing, railroad and other construction work, bitu-
minous coal mining, and clothing manufacturing … the Slovaks seem to be industrial 
laborers rather than farmers.13

Similar sentiments were expressed by Canadian academics and officials.14 
Though historians of immigration now realize that there were several reasons 
for the consistent occupational streaming patterns illustrated above, in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries these patterns were attributed to racial char-
acteristics. At their most extreme, immigration policies that followed racial 
dictates led to draconian exclusionary laws, such as the Chinese exclusion acts 
in Canada and the US. In America before the 1924 Johnson Reed Act, however, 
less than two per cent of immigrants were denied entry. When immigrants 
were rejected, it was most often because it was presumed they would become a 
drain on the nation’s economy – because they couldn’t work.15 Racial thinking 

13. William P. Dillingham, Immigrants in Industries: Part 21; Diversified Industries, Vol. 2 
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1911), 342.

14. Canadian sociologist Edmund W. Bradwin wrote “[e]ach nationality on a frontier work 
seems to fit into some particular form of activity: the Slavs … become laborers’ helpers, 
the English-speaking delight in machinery, the Finn … in blasting … [Italians] work with 
cement.…” Bradwin, The Bunkhouse Man, 110.

15. The US passed a Chinese exclusion act in 1882, and Canada passed one in 1885 and another 
in 1923. Even exclusion policies were tied to economics. The argument was that Chinese 
bare minimum subsistence would lower the living standards of all Americans. Lawrence B. 
Glickman, A Living Wage: American Workers and the Making of Consumer Society (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1997), 86; McMahon, Social and Economic Standards of Living, 
131–155; Lucy E. Salyer, Laws Harsh As Tigers: Chinese Immigrants and the Shaping of Modern 
Immigration Law (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995), 12, 18; Rosanne 
Currarino, “‘Meat vs. Rice’ The Ideal of Manly Labor and Anti-Chinese Hysteria in 19th-
century America,” Men and Masculinities 9, 4 (2007): 476–490; Vincent J. Cannato, American 
Passage: The History of Ellis Island (New York: Harper, 2009), 6, 11; Margot Canaday, The 
Straight State: Sexuality and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2009), 39, 95; Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and the Making 
of Modern America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), 77; Peck, Reinventing Free 
Labor, 167. In his analysis of this rhetoric Jacobson found immigrants were judged by their 
“relative merits.” Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 8–9, 69, 78.

Historians disagree on the extent to which “irrational” nativism influenced American 
exclusionary and restrictive immigration policy. Oscar Handlin and John Higham argued that, 
while economic exploitation was a factor in immigrant exploitation, racism was the primary 
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was a major factor in deciding how the tens of millions of immigrants who 
were allowed into the country were treated and directed once they got here. 

Reflecting popular opinion, labour leaders like Samuel Gompers, Terence 
Powderly, and Frank P. Sargent (the latter two of whom also doubled as public 
immigration officials) were against allowing immigrants of questionable 
“whiteness” to compete with real white Americans for jobs. If questionably 
white people were allowed into the country, some justification was needed for 
why they should work the type of undesirable jobs that American labourers 
were leaving: monotonous factory jobs and grueling manual work like logging. 
The argument not only involved a debate over the low standard of living of 
immigrant workers, but also whether their labour was, in a fundamental way, 
worth less than real white peoples’ labour. One way to justify routing immi-
grants into demeaning, low-paying jobs was by interpreting the valuable types 
of labour – clearing and civilizing supposedly wild land, for example – as work 
that only real white people could do.16

culprit. In Nation by Design, Aristide Zolberg argues that US immigration policy dipped in 
and out of periods of irrational nativism. Mae M. Ngai, “Oscar Handlin and Immigration 
Policy Reform in the 1950s and 1960s,” Journal of American Ethnic History, 32, 3 (Spring 2013): 
64; Aristide R. Zolberg, A Nation by Design: Immigration Policy in the Fashioning of America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2009), 6–7; John Higham, Strangers in the Land: 
Patterns of American Nativism, 1860–1925 (New York: Atheneum, 1963).

Award-winning historian Mae Ngai has added evidence to Handlin’s and Higham’s argument. 
Her recent Impossible Subjects shows how US policies discriminated against and exploited 
Asian and Mexican people in order to establish a “desired composition … of the nation” which 
was European and white. According to Ngai immigration laws like the Johnson Reed Act “put 
European and non-European immigrant groups on different trajectories of racial formation” 
The bracero program was an extension of that thinking. It was, Ngai argues, “imported 
colonialism” and based on “the subordination of racialized foreign bodies,” a legacy of “[w]
estern expansion” and notions of “Anglo-Saxon superiority.” The bracero program and the 
bonded labour system relied on similar legal precedent and so the exploitation of seemingly 
white French Canadian immigrants in non-western states challenges Ngai’s understanding of 
immigration policy and labour. Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects, 5, 13, 94.

Robert F. Zeidel’s Immigrants, Progressives, and Exclusion Politics: The Dillingham Commission, 
1900–1917 found that American immigration policies were less reliant on racial assumptions 
that Handlin, Higham, and Ngai assume. Instead, Zeidel argues that immigration policy was 
designed to allow for maximum economic productivity in American industry. The argument 
posed in this article is that the imperatives of industrial capitalism were difficult to disentangle 
from the racial thinking. Robert F. Zeidel, Immigrants, Progressives, and Exclusion Politics: The 
Dillingham Commission, 1900–1927 (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2004), 5.

16. David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working 
Class (London: Verso, 1991); Philip S. Foner, History of the Labor Movement in the United 
States Vol. 3 (New York: International Publishers, 1964), 256–258; Luis L.M. Aguiar and Tina 
I.L. Marten, “Shimmering White Kelowna and The Examination of Painless White Privilege 
in the Hinterland Of British Columbia,” in Audrey Kobayashi, Laura Cameron, and Andrew 
Baldwin, eds., Rethinking the Great White North: Race, Nature, and the Historical Geographies 
of Whiteness in Canada (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2011), 136.
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In his book Barbarian Virtues, Matthew Jacobson focuses on how Americans 
created and reacted to what he calls the “image” of the immigrant, “[seem-
ingly] unshakable demonstrations of this or that ethnological truth about this 
nation and the nature of the world’s diverse populations.” One of the many 
ways that these images were formed was through the observation of immi-
grant workers as they attempted to transform wild land into arable or valuable 
land, an activity that proved a worker’s degree of whiteness and aptitude for 
citizenship.17 Wilderness has been defined by Americans in a number of ways. 
Areas designated wilderness received that designation by the fictions that were 
created about them. In the narrative of industrial capitalism of the late 19th 
and early 20th century, before preservationism became a mainstream cultural 
phenomenon, most North Americans of European ancestry thought of wilder-
ness as an isolated tract of unproductive land that required improvement to 
become valuable or productive. Influential conservationist and forestry expert 
Gifford Pinchot was famous for saying “wilderness is waste.” In this utilitar-
ian view, the pastoral landscape was the desirable landscape.18 Immigrants 
of questionable whiteness who proved capable at improving wilderness land 
might be more than just expendable industrial workers; they might have the 
ability to become independent agriculturalists, the bedrock of American 
democracy. Nativism was built into this tautology: any person descendant 
from a group with a long history of free citizenship in the country was pre-
sumed to have descended from pioneering, wilderness conquering people and 
was therefore de facto white. The constructed history of the white conquest 
of the American wilderness explains how wilderness became a space exclu-
sively for white middle-class men in the first two decades of the 20th century. 
Observing immigrants’ adeptness at creating civilization on wilderness land 
allowed state, federal, and business officials to judge their whiteness and 

17. Matthew Frye Jacobson, Barbarian Virtues: The United States Encounters Foreign Peoples 
at Home and Abroad, 1876–1917 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2001), 97; Peck, Reinventing Free 
Labor, 18, 166, 169–170; Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 31; Horsman, Race and 
Manifest Destiny, 253; Glickman, A Living Wage, 25; Joyce Appleby, “Commercial Farming and 
the ‘Agrarian Myth’ in the Early Republic,” Journal of American History 68, 4 (1982): 833–849; 
Rossell Dave, “Tended Images: Verbal and Visual Idolatry of Rural Life in America, 1800–1850,” 
New York History 69, 4 (1988): 425–440; David Danbom, Born in the Country: A History of 
Rural America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995). 

18. Quoted in Richard White, “From Wilderness to Hybrid Landscapes: The Cultural Turn 
in Environmental History,” in Douglas Cazaux Sackman, ed., A Companion to American 
Environmental History (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 185. The government equated 
wilderness land with idle land and worthless land. William P. Dillingham et al, Immigrants in 
Industries: Part 24; Recent Immigrants in Agriculture, Vol. 1 (Washington, DC: Government 
Printing Office, 1911), 95, 359, 263; Louis S. Warren, “Paths Toward Home: Landmarks of the 
Field in Environmental History,” in Sackman, ed., A Companion to American Environmental 
History, 11; William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness; Or, Getting Back to the Wrong 
Nature,” in William Cronon, ed., Uncommon Ground: Toward Reinventing Nature (New York: 
W.W. Norton, 1995), 69–91.
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sort immigrants into different types of work based on their displayed racial 
characteristics.19 Because of the messiness of the “racial sciences” there were 
people who were “in between” white and non-white, groups whose whiteness 
remained in question even after being tested by wilderness work. This was 
where the French Canadians fit into the scheme and these racial discourses are 
the primary reason they were exploited in the woods for more than a century.20

This type of racial thinking was applied to all immigrant groups coming 
into America and was responsible for other ethnically based labour systems 
like the Italian padrone system, tenement sweating in New York City and, by 
the 1940s and 1950s, federally sanctioned guest worker arraignments like the 
bracero Mexican farm worker program.21 The discourses that formed about 
French Canadians in Northeastern logging camps were distinctly rural, 
however, and therefore have not been the target of historical investigation to 
the same extent as urban discourses on race and industry have been.22 This 
is unfortunate because until the 1920s most Canadians and Americans lived 
in the countryside where the transition to industrial capitalism often had its 
most dramatic effects.23 The images of immigrants in the rural Northeast had 
a profound effect on where foreign workers settled, how they were treated, and 
how they adapted to industrial capitalism. 

As Canadian social historian Béatrice Craig found, opinions on the French 
Canadians depended on “whether [writers] took their cue from Longfellow 
or Darwin.”24 Though this point was just an aside for Craig, it reveals an 

19. Paul Outka, Race and Nature from Transcendentalism to the Harlem Renaissance (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 3, 31–33, 154; James Belich, Replenishing the Earth: The 
Settler Revolution and the Rise of the Anglo-World, 1783–1939 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2009).

20. The absence of black, Mexican, or other obviously “coloured” workers in the forests of the 
Northeast meant that the whiteness of new immigrant groups was scrutinized closely. Peck, 
Reinventing Free Labor, 169; David R. Roediger, Working Toward Whiteness: How America’s 
Immigrants Became White: the Strange Journey from Ellis Island to the Suburbs (New York: 
Basic Books, 2005), 13.

21. Peck, Reinventing Free Labor, 16–18; Deborah Cohen, Braceros: Migrant Citizens and 
Transnational Subjects in the United States and Mexico (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2010); Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York: Routledge, 1995); 
Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color; 31. On ideas of immigrants’ low standard of living 
driving down wages see Lawrence B. Glickman, A Living Wage, 78–91.

22. Those historians who have discussed industrialization, immigration, and whiteness 
have usually done so using the American West or the Southwest as their setting. See Peck, 
Reinventing Free Labor; Elliott Robert Barkan, From All Points: America’s Immigrant West, 
1870s–1952 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007); Ava F. Kahn, ed., Jewish Life in the 
American West: Perspectives on Migration, Settlement, and Community (Los Angeles: Autry 
Museum of Western Heritage in association with University of Washington Press, Seattle, 
2002).

23. Sven Beckert, Empire of Cotton: A Global History (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2015), 441.

24. Beatrice Craig, Backwoods Consumers and Homespun Capitalists: The Rise of a Market 
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important change in the way that North Americans thought about whiteness, 
wilderness, and work. In the 1840s, as an influx of Irish, German, and Canadian 
immigrants began to complicate the US understanding of whiteness, a dis-
tinctive rhetoric emerged that allowed Americans to group immigrants into 
different racial categories.25 The first section of this article discusses French 
Canadian images in literature from the 1840s to 1893. In these works, racial 
differences were noted by the authors and were often an important part of 
the text, but the causes of these differences remained obscure to the audi-
ence. Ideas about whiteness began to change as Darwinian interpretations of 
human evolution merged with the American fixation on a vanishing frontier, 
and concern over the effects of industrialization – a time most clearly denoted 
by Frederick Jackson Turner’s presentation of “The Significance of the Frontier 
in American History” in 1893.26 From the 1890s into the 1930s, the images of 
French Canadians and other immigrants were elucidated by academics and 
government officials as a scientific racial consensus solidified in the minds 
of most Americans. This is the topic of part two. The lingering effects of the 
racialized French Canadian image were still apparent in the 1950s when the 
bonded labour and shacking system became well documented. More than 
a century before the bonded labour system, however, the French Canadian 
image was perpetuated by an influential American writer living in a shack in 
Massachusetts.

Literature and the Early French Canadian Image

One of the few people who visited Henry Thoreau at Walden Pond was 
the French Canadian woodchopper and post maker Alek Therien, a character 
who represented nearly all the attributes of the French Canadian image before 
1893. In Walden (1854), as in the other works discussed in this section, the 
French Canadian image depicts a people who are unperturbed by modernity 
and almost indistinguishable from the trees they work among. Though his 
name is never given in the original text, Therien is introduced to the reader 
as a “true … Paphlagonian man,” a reference to an ancient region along the 

Culture in Eastern Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009), 148.

25. On increased Canadian migration into the US in the 1840s see James P. Allen, “Migration 
Fields of French Canadian Immigrants to Southern Maine,” Geographical Review 62, 3 (1972): 
369; Ralph Dominic Vicero, “Immigration of French Canadians to New England, 1840–1900: 
A Geographic Analysis,” PhD Dissertation, University of Wisconsin – Madison, 1968, 132; 
Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 7, 42–43; Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness, 118; 
Horsman, Race and Manifest Destiny, 166, 225. 

26. The presentation of the Turner thesis also coincides with a period of extensive French 
Canadian migration to New England. Yves Roby, The Franco-Americans of New England: 
Dreams and Realities (Sillery: Septentrion, 2005), 12; Carl N. Degler, In Search of Human 
Nature: The Decline and Revival of Darwinism in American Social Thought (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991).
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Black Sea that was “rugged and mountainous with dense forests.” Dressed in 
homespun cloth, “a more simple and natural man it would be hard to find,” 
Thoreau wrote. Therien was a wage worker who owned no land and did not 
have the ambition to become a proprietor. He lived in a log house in the woods, 
and admitted to Thoreau that if he could live off of hunting alone, he would. 
He imbibed nature by drinking spruce, hemlock, or checkerberry tea, and by 
taking balls of bark from trees and chewing them. “In physical endurance and 
contentment,” Thoreau wrote, “he was cousin to the pine and the rock. I asked 
him once if he was not sometimes tired at night, after working all day; and 
he answered … ‘Gorrappit, I never was tired in my life.’” Thoreau wrote that 
“in him the animal man chiefly was developed.” He was a skillful woodsman 
capable of making more posts in a day than the average person. When chop-
ping a tree his cuts were clean, level, and close to the ground, and his cordwood 
was piled right. Though attentive to his work, Therien didn’t have the “anxiety 
and haste” of Yankee workers. When working he was in a constant state of 
elation. To the French Canadian, pleasure and work were the same thing. “I 
can enjoy myself well enough here chopping,” he reportedly said. “I want no 
better sport.”27

Therien was almost the embodiment of Thoreau’s ideal austere life, a person 
who rejected modern civilization for the natural world. He was so “simple,” 
however, that he was unable to engage in the type of deep thought that was so 
important for Thoreau.28 For Americans in the middle of the 19th century, the 
French Canadian simplemindedness, connection to nature, and lighthearted 
passivity were partially caused by their devout Catholicism:
[his] strength skill and endurance came at the expense of intelligence, a flaw bolstered by 
his education.… He had been instructed only in that innocent and ineffectual way in which 
the Catholic priests teach the aborigines, by which the pupil is never educated to the degree 
of consciousness, but only to the degree of trust and reverence, and a child is not made a 
man, but kept a child. 29
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In his survey of French Canadians in early American literature, Edward Watts 
found that the French were depicted as a group “meant to be governed, not to 
govern themselves.”30 

In Thoreau’s early life, the racial sciences were in a nascent state. The supe-
riority of the Anglo-Saxon-Teutonic people was commonly understood, but 
hierarchies of racial characteristics that extended beyond a dichotomy of white 
and black were, according to historian Reginald Horsman, “confused” and 
“jumbled.” There was also no “sharp separation between a precise scientific 
racialism and literary racial nationalism,” Horsman found.31 Understanding 
Thoreau’s influences will explain the type of sources that perpetuated immi-
grant images for American audiences before 1893. Thoreau read John Springer’s 
Forest Life and Forest Trees (1851), a popular account of logging labour in which 
French Canadians were represented as “demi-savages” with a propensity for 
woodwork.32 Like other Americans, Thoreau likely read Alexis de Tocqueville’s 
works, including “Two Weeks in the Wilderness,” in which the French settlers 
are “carefree,” “cheerful,” men of “instinct” who submit to “life in the wild.” 
“He clings to the land,” De Tocqueville wrote, “and rips from the life in the 
wild everything he can snatch from it.”33 One text that had a strong influ-
ence on how Americans thought of French speaking Canadians was Henry W. 
Longfellow’s epic poem Evangeline, A Tale of Acadie (1847), a work that his-
torian Naomi Griffiths found “was the most powerful cultural tool available 
to those constructing an Acadian identity.” Although French Canadians and 
Acadians were distinct people, many Americans conflated the two groups. In 
Evangeline, the idyllic “forest primeval” of Acadia was the birthplace and a safe 
haven for the French who were forcefully expelled by the British. The French 
people were viewed as part of the landscape, their lives gliding on “like rivers 
that water the woodlands.” Like the landscape, these people’s society yielded 
slowly to time. The pine trees sang the tale of Evangeline.34

The Therien character also reflected circulating ideas of the familial and 
communal connection between the French and First Nations people. This 
connection partially explained their “swarthy” complexion and affinity with 
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the forest. Thoreau read James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales, in 
which the French and First Nations are not only allies, but also people who 
share a connection with the forest. Early and mid-century nonfiction works 
by Zadok Cramer, Francis Parkman, and George Bancroft furthered this 
idea. According to Parkman, “the French became savages” in early America.35 
“Hundreds [of French settlers] betook themselves to the forest, never more to 
return,” Parkman wrote in his The Conspiracy of Pontiac (1851). After his stay 
at Walden, Thoreau visited Therien’s homeland and wrote A Yankee in Canada 
(1850). He found that, like the First Nations people, “the French … had become 
savage.”36 There was truth to the history of French and First Nations linkage. 
Historian Richard White found that “there is no need to romanticize this rela-
tionship … [French and First Nations’] knowledge of each other’s customs and 
their ability to live together … had no equivalent among the British.” Even 
though most French Canadians were not of mixed heritage, by 1911 this belief 
was so widespread that the United States Immigration Commission felt the 
need to address it in a Dictionary of Races, stating “the French Canadian race 
is not widely intermingled with Indian blood, as some misinformed persons 
think.” At mid-century, American attention was fixated on the expansion of 
Anglo-Saxon peoples westward and on the domination and disappearance of 
Native peoples. Like the seemingly weak Mexicans that the US fought a war 
against in the late 1840s, the French Canadians were assumed to be spoiling 
their bloodline by intermingling with First Nation peoples. People who were 
associated with First Nation blood were on the wrong side of history. They 
would need to assimilate or be destroyed.37 
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The French Canadian connection to nature and First Nation peoples was 
reinforced by the popular image of the French voyageurs and coureurs de bois, 
frontier workers who defined the early Canadian experience in the wilderness. 
Importantly, 19th-century texts on the voyageurs depicted them as blending 
into, rather than civilizing, the frontier. The French entered the woods not to 
“clear and colonize,” but to range. The only enduring marks they left on the 
land were “names upon the map.” Thoreau wrote that they had “overrun the 
great extent of the country … without improving it.”38 One American author, 
reflecting on the settlement of the US wrote, “if these countries had contin-
ued to belong to the French, the population would certainly have been more 
gay than the present American race … but it would have had less comforts 
and wealth, and ages would have passed away, before man had become master 
of those regions.…” Clearly American thinkers were quick to forget the real 
French contribution to the settling of North America when it supported their 
narrative of Anglo-Saxon superiority. French Canadians, like Native people, 
were a “vanishing” part of the landscape. Unlike Native peoples, however, 
French Canadians remained valuable to the growing American economy 
because, as Therien demonstrated, they fit into a specific industrial niche.39

The idea that French Canadians were a people who uniquely fit into wood-
work was a common theme in late 19th- and early 20th-century popular 
fiction. A romanticized view of the arboreal and agrarian life of the French 
Canadians was part of la survivance, a repatriation and cultural preservation 
movement which gained momentum after the accelerated influx of French 
Canadians into the US in the late 19th century. A popular example of la sur-
vivance literature was Louis Hémon’s 1916 book Maria Chapdelaine.40 In the 
book, clearing the forest was the passion of these people: “‘Make land!’ Rude 
phrase of the country, summing up in two words all the heart-breaking labor 
that transforms the incult woods, barren of sustenance, to smiling fields.…”41 
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Félix-Antoine Savard’s popular Menaud Maître-draveur, depicts the forests 
and rivers of Québec under the thrall of an Anglo-Canadian lumberman and 
the French take their place in the river crews, using their innate skill to bring 
the logs to market. There is a long list of other Canadian authors who employed 
similar depictions of French Canadian woodsmen.42 French Canadians are 
similarly depicted in American literature. In Jack London’s popular The Call 
of the Wild, the Québécois Francois and Perrault are idealized frontiersmen 
who are fundamentally important to the protagonist Buck’s reconnection 
with nature. Characters similar to Francois and Perrault appear in the pleth-
ora of lumbermen novels and pulp fiction which were popular in the US from 
1900 into the 1950s. In his famous The Blazed Trail (1902), Edward Stewart 
wrote that French supporting characters “typified the indomitable spirit of 
these conquers of a wilderness.” Similar characters are found in White’s other 
popular books and in Maine writer Holman Day’s forest fictions.43

Hard Race Science

In the literary and fictional works written in the middle of the 19th 
century the French Canadian idiosyncrasies were thought to have been caused 
by their Catholicism, their intermingling with Native peoples, and their history 
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of work in the wilderness. There were few clues in these works as to why French 
Canadians were ostensibly predisposed to these activities. After the US census 
declared the official closing of the Western frontier in 1890 and Frederick 
Jackson Turner published his thesis on that topic in 1893, North American 
elites increasingly attempt to fit immigrants into a scientific “hierarchy of evo-
lutionary economic stages,” which helped explain their behaviour. Just as the 
African American predisposition to slavery was supposedly a result of race, 
French Canadian Catholicism, affinity to the First Nations, and connection 
to the forest became, not the cause of racial difference, but the consequence.44 
In this period the most useful tools to use in determining racial traits were 
not works of fiction (though these still helped perpetuate the images) but the 
social scientific disciplines of sociology, history, and anthropology.45

As the racial sciences developed, experts like anthropologist Franz Boas 
posited that peoples were shaped by their environment, and shaped their envi-
ronment in turn as part of the progression of human evolution.46 Observing 
how different cultures were able to make civilization from wilderness land, 
historically and in the present, revealed their innate racial characteristics. 
Popular travel writer Richard Harding wrote in 1903 that “there is no more 
interesting question of the present day, than that of what is to be done with 
the world’s land which is laying unimproved, whether it shall go to the great 
power that is willing to turn it to account, or remain with its original owner, 
who fails to understand its value.” Supposedly “civilized” races used wild land 
to make a profit, and to bring forth culture and free government. Those who 
were controlled by nature, or lived in harmony with it, were more “savage.”47 
Savage societies like the First Nations were wasteful because they did not 
create as much value from wilderness land as civilized people did. By not 
retaining the same amount of value from their labour as white people, lesser 
races were always working at a loss and could never be completely economi-
cally independent. White races were more bodily efficient than inferior races, 
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a US government report found. The Germans, for example, were better able 
to “apply their industry and energy” than Southern Europeans.48 Racial char-
acteristics, then, innately determined the type of professions to which racial 
groups were predisposed. In his popular Passing of the Great Race, Madison 
Grant discussed the “racial aptitudes” of different people: “The Alpine race is 
always and everywhere a race of peasants, an agricultural and never a maritime 
race.… The Nordics are, all over the world, a race of soldiers, sailors, adventur-
ers and explorers, but above all, of rulers, organizers and aristocrats.”49 

The history of North America as it was written by the “conservative evolu-
tionist” and “progressive” historians of the late 19th and early 20th centuries 
supported these racial taxonomies. Proponents of the “germ theory” of histori-
cal progression argued that, in the civilizing of the North American wilderness 
land, “the inherent superiority of the Anglo-Saxon … Germanic … Teutonic or 
the Aryan race was a common intellectual assumption of the day.” The “free 
land” of America was “an Anglo-Saxon theatre, an empire which only the ‘old 
stock’ Americans could have developed and in which the new immigrants 
played no part.” Theodore Roosevelt, Frederick Jackson Turner, Herbert Baxter 
Adams, Edward Perkins Channing, and George Bancroft all agreed that “when 
Germanic people were placed in a forest environment they tended instinc-
tively to evolve … free political institutions” and economic success.50 It was the 
prerogative of true white people to bring about civilization wherever there was 
free wild land. Racial thinking of the time suggested that to civilize wilder-
ness land a racial group needed three crucial characteristics: 1) to be bodily 
able, 2) to have familiarity (actually or hereditarily) with forest land, and 3) 
to be self-directing or have independent inclinations. These characteristics 
come up again and again in texts on race and wilderness. For example, Turner 
described these pioneering traits as “coarseness and strength combined with 
acuteness and inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive turn of mind, quick to 
find expedience; that masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic 
but powerful to effect great ends; that restless, nervous energy; that dominant 
individualism.” The last attribute, individualism, was particularly important. 
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Even slaves could clear land under direction, but true white pioneers tamed 
the wilderness individually, civilized it, and eventually lorded over others who 
did the manual labour. Americans on Canadian frontier rail grades expressed 
their dominance by quickly rising up the ranks to become “pushers,” “drivers,” 
or “foremen-bullies.” “They take hold of a group of workers and get something 
done,” sociologist Edmund Bradwin wrote.51 

The forest was a crucial part of creating civilization because it gave pio-
neering races vast resources while also imposing a substantial barrier to weed 
out weaker peoples. According to Turner, “American democracy came from 
the forest.” When white people turned forest into farms, “culture” emerged. 
The axe was a metaphor for the advancement of civilization, but there was a 
presumed literal element to the metaphor. Only those capable of sustained 
manual labour and ingenuity were capable of creating civilization. Northern 
Europeans had a propensity for “unbroken forest land” and naturally avoided 
slavish, urban, industrial work.52 They were always owners and their own 
bosses. The Norwegian, for example had “never known the steamroller of feu-
dalism.” The Scandinavian “insisted on getting his living in connection with 
soil, water and wood,” and looked for “good land rather than for land easy 
to subdue.” The German “chopped his homestead out of the densest woods” 
because, according to early sociologist Edward A. Ross, he knew “heavy forest 
growth proclaims rich soil.” Ross’ comments on the issue carried weight. A 
renowned academic, his popular audience widened in 1900 when he was fired 
from Stanford University for supporting Chinese exclusion, which, he argued, 
would prevent “race suicide” (a phrase he coined).53 
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The harshness of the American wilderness weeded out the weak, it was 
thought, forging a unique American race. In Roosevelt’s words “there was 
scant room for cowards and weaklings in the ranks of the adventurous fron-
tiersmen … who first hewed their way into the primeval forest.”54 Historian 
George Bancroft wrote that the “the century-training in backwoods life” gave 
white Americans advantages over the immigrant germ. Boas, who typically 
argued against some of the most harmful racial science of his time, found to 
his own surprise that the “American soil” could change people bodily in only 
a few generations.55 

Since Darwinian evolution occurred over time, the study of ancient and 
medieval history provided important evidence to support the racial sciences. 
In the early 20th century there was a growing alliance between the profes-
sion of history and the newer social sciences. Historical evidence was used 
to help explain the habit of races in the present day. For example, Ross found 
that Scandinavian people were drawn to “Northern lumber camps, where they 
wield another pattern of ax than did their forebears, who, eight centuries ago, 
were known as ‘ax-bearers’ in the Eastern emperor’s body-guard.” Scandinavia 
was, according to Ross, “the mother hive of the swarms of barbarians that kept 
southern Europeans in dread a thousand years.”56 They brought to the frontier 
of America “the spirit of the Viking race,” Bradwin found. He continued: “let 
us think of these things as we watch their descendants … gather in groups on 
some isolated work, loitering, skulking … men of massive frames, slouch about 
some obscure Canadian camp.” Like the Scandinavians, the Germans were a 
race forged in the “Hercynian forest.” Modern Germans were “descendants 
from the tribes that met under the oak-trees of old Germany,” making them 
“strong like the oak.”57
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Still influential at the end of the 19th century, the works of historian of 
the classics Edward Gibbons reinforced these ideas. The Gallic, Nordic, or 
Teutonic people surpassed Mediterranean people in vigour and manliness, 
partly because of their ability to thrive in frontier environments. These envi-
ronments bred in them physical vitality and size. Living in the wilderness was 
directly linked to their bellicose nature. To various degrees, these warlike 
people resisted the decadence of the Roman metropolis and were better off for 
it: “the true mission of the Germanic peoples was to renovate and reorganize 
the western world. In the heart of the forest, amid the silences of unbroken 
plains … [they] re-infuse[d] life and vigor and the sanctions of a lofty morality 
into the effete and marrowless institutions of the Roman world.”58 Although 
he became famous for his ideas on the environment, George Perkin Marsh was 
inspired by ideas of race and nature. According to Marsh’s Man and Nature 
or, Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action, Roman decadence and 
weakness had caused the culture to become out of sync with the environment, 
leading to the fall of the Empire. In a similar vein, Ross wrote that some Slavic 
people were destroying American soil, leaving “Death’s-head in the landscape.” 
He argued that North Americans would have to pay for these mistakes just like 
“France paid for the reckless ax work that went on under the First Republic.”59 
According to Marsh and Ross the ability to make land profitable in the long 
term was an inheritable racial trait.

With a few exceptions, the logic of the time dictated that races whose ances-
tral homeland was outside of Northwestern Europe had less ability to civilize 
wilderness, and thus less aptitude for citizenship. Immigrants from Southern 
and Eastern Europe carried with them this presumed racial burden. As they 
inhabited the seat of metropolitan decay in ancient times, Italians attained 
effete racial characteristics. Russian and Romanian Jews, sometimes assumed 
to have Mongolian blood, sometimes Mediterranean, were always a bad racial 
type and thus bad pioneers. Lacking physical stamina and frugality, they were 
a city people by nature. Journalist Jacob Riis, author of the popular How the 
Other Half Lives, reported that “the great mass of them [Jews] are too gregari-
ous to take kindly to farming, and their strong commercial instincts hamper” 
their ability to cultivate the land. According to Ross, “they came from cities 
and settled in cities…. No other physiques can so well withstand the toxins of 
urban congestion. Not one Hebrew family in a hundred is on the land.… They 
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contrive to avoid hard muscular labor.”60 Ross observed that the second gen-
eration improved, but suggested that “it will be long before they produce the 
stoical type who blithely fares forth into the wilderness, portaging his canoe, 
poling it against the current, wading in the torrents living on bacon and beans, 
and sleeping on the ground.” The comedy films Der Yiddisher Cowboy (1910) 
and Der Yidisher Kauboy (1911), mocked Jewish ineptitude on the frontier and 
popularized these stereotypes.61 

US government reports and racial scientists agreed that perceived French 
Canadian racial deficiencies were caused by the evolution of French society in 
ancient and medieval Europe, though there was mixed opinion on their exact 
racial genealogy. It was assumed by some that the French were Celtic or Gallic 
people who shared the bellicose nature of other ancient frontier peoples. 
Dillingham’s Dictionary of Race along with a few other sources defined the 
French as Teutonic, or purely white. The Gauls and Celts, however, had given 
into the Roman conquest easier than German, Teutonic, Nordic, or Anglo-
Saxon people, demonstrating their weakness. One visitor to the Acadians of 
Madawaska found they were clearly “distinct in tastes, habits and aspirations 
from the Anglo-Saxon race.” Still other racial thinkers saw the French as a 
bifurcated people, the peasant class comprised largely of Roman slave blood, 
while the aristocracy maintained Teutonic traits. This unstable genealogical 
position meant that French Canadians could not immediately be considered 
proper white citizens.62

American investigations into the active settling of wilderness land rein-
forced the idea that immigrants of questionable whiteness were unfit to 
create civilization from wilderness. Collected under the direction of Vermont 
senator William P. Dillingham (R), The Federal Reports of the Immigration 
Commission of 1911 constituted a series of studies on American immigration 
that focused on industry and agriculture. Two volumes on “Recent Immigrants 
in Agriculture” explored how new immigrants took to “pioneer farming” or 
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the clearing and civilizing of wild land.63 The site of investigation was the 
wilderness of Northern Wisconsin, but according to the study, wild land was 
any land that was valueless until hard work rendered value from it. Wild land 
could be swamp, sand, brush, cutover land, second growth, grassland, and any 
type of forest. They even referred to “wild lands” in New Jersey.64

The land in Wisconsin, however, like much of the forests of the Northeast, 
Pacific Northwest, and the Canadian Boreal Shield was a type of landscape 
that was imagined to have improved the Northern European races in early 
America. It also mimicked some of the features of the landscape of ancient 
Northern Europe.65 In a growing industrial economy, this type of land had 
two primary uses: lumber and other natural resources could be extracted 
from it and the land could be put into cultivation. This type of work was the 
first step in creating civilization and was only suited for the most fit races. “It 
is just such land as this … that hundreds of Germans, Scandinavians, Poles 
and Swiss have been buying, clearing and making good living on since the 
early [eighteen] nineties” the report found.66 The Dillingham studies found 
that immigrants of Southern Italian lineage were naturally ill equipped for 
this pioneer agriculture. They were urban “industrial workers” by nature and 
“ordinarily the city-bred immigrant does not make a good pioneer farmer.”67 
Italians proved to be better pioneer farmers than Jewish settlers, however. One 
local Wisconsin man commented after watching the Jewish workers that “No 
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one could handle or sharpen an ax or a saw, or milk a cow, care for stock 
or conduct any sort of farming operations.… ‘Ask one to dig a post hole and 
he would likely dig a well.’” Ross stated the prevailing attitude bluntly: “the 
Hebrews are the polar opposite of our pioneer breed.”68 

French Canadians were not included in these Dillingham studies because 
their history in the New World proved that they excelled at many aspects of 
improving wilderness land, yet this did not mean their whiteness was unques-
tioned. The French Canadians were perceived to have white people’s physical 
aptitude and ability in the woods, but were lacking in the third crucial element 
required to bring civilization to the land: an independent inclination. The col-
lection of essays edited by James George Aylwin Creighton, French Canadian 
Life and Character: With Historical and Descriptive Sketches (1899), demon-
strates the common conception of French Canadian workers at the time: “[the] 
Canadian experiences developed in the old French stock new qualities, good 
and bad, the good predominating … such men needed only a leader [emphasis 
added] who understood them to go anywhere into the untrodden depths of 
the New World, and to do anything that man could do.” The shortcomings 
of the French Canadians and Southern Italians in the realm of independence 
was attributed to their Catholicism, adherence to which was now a sign of 
racial inferiority. To Creighton, the French Canadian was “a genuine survival 
of the Old Regime … smoke-dried into perpetual preservation” and their devo-
tion to religion was likewise outdated.69 Gerald Morgan argued in the pages 
of The North American Review in 1917 that the will of the French Canadian 
people was the same as the will of their priests who had it in their best inter-
est to keep the laity ignorant, isolated, and bound to tradition. The result, 
according to Morgan, was the “stoppage of national progress.” Convinced by 
the French Canadian image, Americans and British Canadians alike depicted 
these people’s agriculture as backwards. Conveying both the French Canadian 
inability to properly render profit from the land and their racial inferiority, 
popular author on race Madison Grant wrote they were “a poor and ignorant 
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community of little more importance to the world at large than are the Negroes 
in the South.”70 The French proved they could clear wilderness land, but, like 
“Negroes” they could never truly bring high civilization to it.

In 1904 one northern New York newspaper published an article on logging 
in the region proclaiming “these French-Canadian inhabitants of the woods 
are half-wild folk.” This article encapsulated the prevailing attitudes on the 
French Canadian race at the time. The common belief was that First Nations 
made the wild their home and they had no desire to civilize it. This had made 
them wild and savage. French Canadians had an affinity for wild land like First 
Nations but they also had an affinity towards clearing it. If left on their own, 
however, their racial weaknesses meant they were forever stuck in the process 
of civilizing the wilderness. Given the fact that they were also seen to have 
mixed their blood with First Nations people, it is easy to understand how they 
were understood to be in between white/civilized (or civilizing), and savage 
(non-white)/wild. Therefore they were “half-wild folks.”71 

By the 1950s the explicit racial thinking of the first two decades of the 
20th century had been almost completely abandoned.72 Stereotypes of immi-
grants remained, but they were explained using different analytical methods. 
Mid-20th century “Chicago School” anthropologists and sociologists created 
narratives of the French Canadian transition into modernity that reinforced 
all the characteristics of the French Canadian image. Even with their fixa-
tion on data and ethnographic observation, these experts were not able to 
evade reifying commonly held beliefs. Anthropologists Robert Redfield and 
Horace Miner argued that French Canadian peasants, or habitants, were 
primitive people. They were not land owners like American farmers; instead 
they worked on behalf of another, and the full product of their labour was not 
their own. They had an affinity with nature that most modern people did not 
possess because they worked so closely with it daily. For habitants, the sea-
sonal cycles of life and in agro-forestry repeat year after year, generation after 
generation, with little change unless change was brought from the outside. 
Sociologist Everett C. Hughes wrote in his French Canada in Transition (1943) 
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that the small French Canadian farmers were “bound by sentiment, tradition, 
and kinship to the … countryside.” According to Hughes, when the French 
did industrialize it was because of British Canadian or American catalysts 
not because of their own ability.73 As depicted in Savard’s Menaud Maître-
draveur, the natural transition for these peasant lumberers in an increasingly 
industrial world was work in commercial logging interests. 

The French Canadian image made these workers specific targets for labour 
agents in the lumber hubs of the Northeast. Immigrant workers were often 
dependent on these middle men to find work in American camps. The Foran 
Act of 1885 banned immigration of contract labourers but the Immigration 
Act of 1917 allowed “skilled workers” to be imported if there was no native 
labour available to do the work. Under the 1917 act immigrant workers were 
subject to an eight to ten dollar head tax, a charge that was often factored into 
the labour agents’ fees.74 Workers who took the jobs from labour agents often 
accumulated debt of around $30–$35 from fees, transportation, and advances. 
If they spent liberally at the wangan, or camp store, they might accumulate $40 
or $50 of debt to different parties. With wages between $25 and $30 a month 
some indebted workers needed to work nearly 2 months before they were 
even and the logging season was only between 4 and 6 months long.75 Once 
in camp, there is evidence that French Canadians were subject to very harsh 
treatment. Tough bosses in wilderness camps pushed foreigners hard and dis-
ciplined them severely, hoping to weed out unfit workers. A boss in charge of a 
lumber operation in St. Lawrence County, New York shot and killed a French 
Canadian worker in 1908 after a disagreement about camp food.76 This type of 
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rough treatment may have even led to the famous French Canadian “jumping” 
disease, a type of post-traumatic stress disorder reported among immigrant 
workers in a few Northeastern camps. 77

Rough treatment was one of the many reasons why some workers jumped 
camp and returned to Québec without working off their debt, a practice that 
became known as taking the “French Leave” or “jumping the line.”78 In 1907 
the Maine legislator followed the lead of Minnesota and Michigan and enacted 
a statue which allowed authorities to arrest loggers and river drivers who did 
not pay off advances. If found guilty of “intent to defraud” they faced up to 
30 days of jail or a $10 fine even though most debts did not exceed $10 or $20. 
Many rural justices either did not understand, or willingly misinterpreted, the 
“intent to defraud” provision and punished any worker caught with outstand-
ing debt who left camp, even those with legitimate reasons for leaving. The 
threat of punishment pressured many workers to continue to work and few 
cases ever made it into the courts. When workers were arrested “in nine cases 
out of ten the men are made to go back to work” according to one labour agent. 
A rural justice in Maine admitted that he would wait for debtors to get drunk 
in mill towns and when they were arrested for some related offense he would 
check to see if they had any unpaid debt with an operator. If so the justice 
forced the man to work off both the state fine and the debt in camp. Labour 
advocate John Clifton Elder studied debt peonage around 1907 and he testified 
that “the Labor Law of Maine … make virtual slaves of the labouring classes.”79 
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The shacking system of lumber production that was documented in the 1950s 
likely evolved from the system of debt bondage described above.80 Between 
1951 and 1955 an average of 5,920 French Canadian workers were “bonded” 
to logging companies throughout New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, and 
Maine, though some years there were more than 7,000.81 In Maine during these 
years the pulpwood cutting force was on average 78.4 per cent French Canadian 
and a portion of these were shackers. The shacking system mimicked the way 
that French Canadian habitants were thought to have lived in Québec. An 
employee of Maine’s Great Northern Paper Company described it thusly:
A shacker is a man, usually with a family, and one or two relatives who will move onto 
company land, build himself a shack to live in, cut pulp through the cutting season and 
haul it to the designated hauling point … Usually the whole family, regardless of age, works 
with the father in the woods. The children rarely attend school … The shacker invariably is 
semi-literate.… If a contract can be drawn that will make these shackers independent con-
tractors we will be able to relieve ourselves of a great deal of responsibility and will be able 
to produce wood much cheaper.…82 

The French Canadian image from Thoreau to Miner inspired this labour 
exploitation, but the image did not reflect any innate characteristics of French 
Canadians. Instead the image was a reflection of the shallow understand-
ing that many people in the US had of the political, economic, and religious 
history of Québec. Historian Bruno Ramirez found in his comparative study 
of immigration in Canada that “clearing forest land in Québec required work 
techniques and an endurance that not all prospective settlers were willing to 
endure.” Thus Italians, Jews, and even many French Canadian and Northern 
European settlers failed at civilizing wild land simply because of the “physical 
and mental difficulty it entailed.” In Québec, frontier colonization efforts led 
by clergy, lumber companies, and the Canadian government put many French 
Canadian families in a position that disallowed economic or educational 
advancement. It was just these types of small pioneer farmers who tended to 
migrate to the US, bringing with them pioneering skills. Approximately 62 per 
cent of French Canadian textile workers in New England had been farmers or 
farm labourers before coming to the US.83 Many French Canadians were not 
able to own land right away so their “supreme resource, as a release from … 
poverty … was to take to the ax …” It is also possible that the perpetuation of 
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the French Canadian image within this immigrant community created what 
social psychologists call “stereotype lift,” whereby exposure to positive ste-
reotypes causes “an elevation in their self-efficacy or sense of personal worth 
[and] performance.” Whatever caused the French Canadian affinity for logging 
work, the contradiction in depicting French Canadians as a primitive peasant 
class is glaring, since moving to American lumber camps proved their adapt-
ability toward modernization and progress at a time of economic trouble in 
their home country.84 

It is important to note, however, that the racial discourse on whiteness, wil-
derness, and work was not as strong a factor in deciding where immigrants 
would work as was the iron law of supply and demand. Most immigrants 
coming to the US, regardless of their race, settled in factory towns and cities. 
By 1900 French Canadians made up 50 per cent or more of the entire popu-
lation of Southbridge and Spenser Massachusetts; Biddeford, Lewiston and 
Old Town, Maine; Woonsocket, Rhode Island; Danielson, Connecticut and 
Suncook, New Hampshire.85 It was estimated that only 10 per cent of all the 
French Canadians in New England lived in rural areas and as few as one per 
cent of workers went into “forest work” (there are problems with this latter 
figure, however).86 A majority of French factory workers were immigrants. 
While the lumber industry had the second highest percentage of French 
Canadians as a portion of the workers employed in 1900, the brick and tile 
making industries had an even larger number – more than 50 per cent.87 
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In urban areas another French Canadian image developed which reflected 
the type of work found there. It was assumed that the French habitants who 
moved to cities were a simple people who would work for below subsistence 
wages. Their strong nationalism, and adherence to traditional culture, lan-
guage, and religion worried Protestant New Englanders. In cities like Lewiston, 
Maine and Woonsocket, Rhode Island immigrants were able to virtually 
reconstruct the social, religious, and political order of Québec in immigrant 
enclaves. The la survivance movement made many New Englanders worried 
that the Québécois had no desire to assimilate or nationalize and were only 
present for quick monetary gains.88 In 1891 the state of Maine passed a consti-
tutional amendment targeting French Canadians by disallowing anyone who 
could not “read the constitution in the English language, or write his name” 
from voting or holding office.89

As in rural logging areas, the French Canadian adherence to Catholicism 
seemed to prove they had a greater devotion to the tenets of their religion then 
to the tenets of Republicanism. Finding Irish Catholic churches disagreeable, 
the first thing that many French Canadian settlers did when they came to New 
England was build their own churches. By 1900 there were at least 82 parishes 
in the region. Some French immigrants were comfortable settling political 
and workplace problems within the Church, giving the Québécois a reputation 
as an insular and clannish people. The rise of the second Ku Klux Klan in the 
US in the 1920s was a time of rampant anti-Catholicism and anti-Semitism. 
During this period French Canadian workers were publicly intimidated by 
members of the Klan in two different cities in Maine because of their adher-
ence to Catholicism.90

As obedient female Catholics the Québécois factory workers were seen as a 
people who followed orders well and respected authority. “They are industrious 
in the extreme” one employer wrote and they “do not grumble about pay, are 
docile, and have nothing to do with the labour agitations.” Their large family 
size, and their need to send their children into the factories young worried 
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Progressive reformers but were a boon to factory owners.91 A representative of 
a Fall River company testified in a Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor 
(mbsl) report that he sought these workers out because “they are not so apt to 
rebel as others … They are quiet; they don’t raise much disturbance around the 
factory village.” Through the leadership of their priest, Rev. Pierre J.B. Bedard, 
French Canadians in Massachusetts became strikebreaker during the Fall River 
strike of 1879, perpetuating the idea that they were an anti-labour group.92 

These distorted views of French Canadian immigrants in factory towns led 
the mbsl to famously condemn them as “the Chinese of the Eastern States” in 
an 1881 report. Comparing the Chinese with French Canadians conveyed the 
perceived chasm between native white Americans and Québécois immigrants 
and shows how pervasive the hierarchies of whiteness were at the time. Almost 
immediately after the report was issued coalitions of Franco Americans 
from Cohoes, Fall River, Lewiston, Manchester, Nashua, Woonsocket, and 
Worcester publicly refuted these claims in a meeting, the views of which were 
published as The Canadian French in New England. They hoped to distance 
themselves from undesirable immigrants.93 

The “Chinese of the Eastern States” comments shows that the rhetoric on 
whiteness, wilderness, and work in the logging woods was not the only way that 
French Canadian immigrants were defined in America. Images of immigrants 
were adaptable and worked symbiotically with specific industries. The images 
also reflected the gender of the workers in different industries, as most factory 
workers were women and all loggers were men. The image of the French as “half-
wild” was supported in rural industries and it was used to help fill isolated work 
camps with a racially desirable type of labour. This image ensured that all the 
industrial niches of this vast heterogeneous economy would be filled efficiently. 

Conclusion

Ideas about wilderness, whiteness, and work evolved out of a long process 
of immigrant image formation which began in the 1840s as Americans strug-
gled to comprehend different European immigrants. After 1893, Americans 
meshed their ideas about race with an industrializing economy, a disappeared 
frontier, and a large population of exotic immigrants. Bolstered by evidence 
from history, sociology, and anthropology, characters from literature like 
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Alex Therien or London’s Francois and Perrault came to represent categories 
of workers in the minds of many American businessmen. The racial world-
views that formed made the rapidly changing world of modern America more 
digestible for many “white” Americans. Under the dictates of this racial logic 
almost every group of immigrants had a unique place in this new industrial 
economy, and native white peoples’ standard of living was ensured. The objec-
tives of government and business officials were not strictly nativist, however. 
In creating these immigrant images they were attempting to fit different types 
of workers into industries where they would be economically efficient and 
most likely to succeed. From this vantage point it is clear that the chronology 
of American immigration is not characterized by successive dips into “irra-
tional” nativist thinking, as some historians have argued, but instead there 
was a consistent goal of advancing the American economy by whatever means 
necessary. Applying “common sense” racial science to immigration and indus-
trial policies simply helped improve the economy. Nativism was not at odds 
with capitalism because the desire for a “white republic” was synonymous 
with a desire for an economically robust republic. By 1950s systematic racism 
had been a part of American political and economic thought for more than a 
century so its effects on immigrants remained even as the explicit discussion 
on racial whiteness began to disappear. The French Canadian image, with its 
“unshakable demonstrations … of … ethnological truth,” made the label of 
savage/wild hard to dislodge, and the exploitation of French Canadians in the 
woods remained a problem into the 1970s.94
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